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ELICITED ITEMS

Test of Infant Motor 
Performance
Elicited Items 35-39
Package 6  Prone

35. Prone Suspension

POSITION:
The infant is lying in the prone position. Cupping both hands around the infant’s ribs, suspend the 
infant in prone 6 to 10 inches above support surface.

PROCEDURE:
Observe extension in neck and trunk. Disregard position of extremities.

SCORING:
0   Remains flexed over examiner’s hands. Little or no muscle activity noted in neck and trunk.
1   Slight head lifting and tension in trunk muscles.
2   Neck extension, head aligns with trunk; cervical and upper thoracic muscle activity.
3   Head above line of trunk; muscle activity to thoraco-lumbar junction.
4   Head above line of trunk; muscle activity to lumbo-sacral area.
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AID TO SCORING

VIDEO CLIP SCORING
35. Prone Suspension

COMMENTS: Video Clip A

The infant shows little muscle activity and no head righting or trunk extension. 

Score: 0

Reminder:

The infant should be placed in prone before lifting when administering this item.

36. Head Lift In Prone

POSITION:
Place infant in prone with head in midline, face down and elbows flexed and adducted with hands 
near shoulders.

PROCEDURE:
Release infant’s head and observe neck extension and head lifting for 30 seconds.

SCORING:
0   Head falls to side; no attempts to lift head.
1   Attempts to lift head (muscle contraction observed) before it falls or is actively turned to one 
side.
2   Lifts head off support surface so that chin just clears surface and turns to one side .
3   Lifts head off support surface completely for more than 2 and less than 30 seconds (any 
position).
4   Lifts head in midline to 45 degrees for up to 30 seconds.
5   Lifts head in midline to greater than 45 degrees for more than 30 seconds.
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VIDEO CLIP SCORING
36. Head Lift in Prone

COMMENTS: Video Clip A

The infant lifts her head off the support surface to clear chin and 
turns her head to the side.

Score: 2

TIPS FOR ADMINISTRATION:
The examiner should not touch the infant once the baby is positioned.

37. Crawling
POSITION:
Place infant in prone with elbows flexed, hands near shoulders.

PROCEDURE:
Flex hips and knees up under trunk and release. Place head in midline, face down, and release. 
Observe movements of head and legs for up to 10 seconds before re-administering.

SCORING:

0   Head falls to side; no response in legs.

1  Head falls or is turned to side; legs extend and/or one or both legs complete one flexion/extension cycle 
or one leg cycles twice.

2  Head is turned to side; legs cycle reciprocally 2 times or one leg cycles 3 times. 
If head moves only or legs cycle only, score a 1.

3  Head lifts from surface or lifts and turns to one side; legs cycle reciprocally 3 or more times. 
If head moves only or legs cycle only, score a 2.

4  Head lifts in midline to at least 45 degrees; legs cycle reciprocally 3 or more times or flex and extend

together at least once before maintaining an extended position with hip abduction. If head lifts only

or legs move only score 3.

VIDEO CLIP SCORING
37. Crawling

COMMENTS: Video Clip A

The infant lifts the head in midline and extends the legs.

However, because of lack of cycling of the lower extremities before going 
into extension and abduction, the score was lowered from 4 to 3. 

Score: 3
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38/39. Head Turn In Prone To Sound
POSITION:
Place infant in prone with head down and turned to one side with arms flexed and adducted with hands near shoulders.

PROCEDURE:
Make soft sound with rattle, squeak toy, or voice (in that order) near back of skull and observe for head turning toward 
the sound. Make each sound no more than 3 times before going to next sound (i.e., rattle 3 times, squeak toy 3 times, 
voice 3 times) if head turning has not occurred.

SCORING: Score both sides based on direction toward which face should turn (side on which sound is made.)
To Right/Left

R      L

0       0 No response.

1       1 Quieting and/or brightening with no movement OR movements of extremities or trunk with no attempt to lift or turn 
head.

2       2 Initiates head lift or turn but does not turn head completely to midline.

3       3 Lifts and turns head, but only to midline.

4       4 Lifts and turns head to opposite side.

5       5 Lifts head 45 to 90 degrees and attempts to localize sound with eyes but cannot turn head.

6       6 Lifts and turns head, maintaining head in upright to turn 45 degrees toward the source of sound.

VIDEO CLIP SCORING
38/39. Head Turn In Prone To Sound

COMMENTS: Video Clip A

The infant’s eyes widen at the sounds and there are some arm and leg 
movements, but no head turning.

Score: 1

VIDEO CLIP SCORING
38/39. Head Turn In Prone To Sound

COMMENTS: Video Clip B

At the sound of the squeak toy, the infant lifts and turn her head past 
midline, skimming the support surface. 

Score: 4

Note: You do not need to administer the last auditory stimuli, but if you 
think the infant can improve his performance you can try using your 
voice or the parent’s.
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VIDEO CLIP SCORING
38/39. Head Turn In Prone To Sound

COMMENTS: Video Clip C

The baby lifted his head and maintained it in midline. His elbows were 
behind his head so he could not shift his weight to one side to turn his 
head. Rather, he shows a novel performance--shifting his whole trunk 
toward the sound! He still does not manage to visualize the source, 
however. 

Score: 5

Note: Did you notice that the baby’s right hand grasped the sheet 
(Observed item 4)?

VIDEO CLIP SCORING
38/39. Head Turn In Prone To Sound

COMMENTS: Video Clip D

At the sound of the rattle, the infant lifts and turn her upright head to 
find the sound on both sides. 

Score: 6

VIDEO CLIP SCORING
38/39. Head Turn In Prone To Sound

TIPS FOR ADMINISTRATION:

The use of three different sounds, each repeated up to three times, is an important 
detail in administration of this item. 

Infants demonstrate habituation to repeated stimuli but are responsive to attractive 
novel stimuli. 

The use of a changing stimulus that provides a prolonged series of auditory inputs 
allows an infant who needs considerable time to build up the appropriate response 
an opportunity to locate the sound source, organize a postural response, and orient 
visually to its source. 

Using a parent’s voice for the last series of stimuli can be particularly effective as 
well as rewarding for the parent.
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VIDEO CLIP SCORING
38/39. Head Turn In Prone To Sound

TIPS FOR ADMINISTRATION:

Note that young infants can successfully visually fixate the sound source, using head 
turning, as can older infants who prop on elbows and turn an upright head. 

At intermediate ages, however, infants may be able to extend the neck but not 
rotate the head to fixate the source of sound. 

When extension synergies are well established, but neck rotation cannot yet be 
incorporated, infants seem to be unable to return to use of the more immature 
strategy to successfully accomplish the task!


